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Summarv

The ISABELLE refrigeration system utilizes com-
pressed liquid helium to supply refrigeration to nearly
1100 superconducting bending and focusing magnets.
These magnets steer the proton orbits of the accelerator
and are arranged into two Interlocking ring9. The
total heat load that the refrigerator must provide is
!nade up of the heat load of the magnets, magnet leads
and vessels and the interconnecting piping to the re-
frigerator. The design and test results of the magnet.
system during various operating conditions in use on
the ISABELLE prototype, the First Cell, are described.

Introduction

At Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island,
the Department of Energy has under construction, a high
energy, proton-proton colliding beam research facility
called ISABELLE. Two rings of superconducting magnets
located in a common tunnel will carry beams in opposite
rotations crisscrossing at six positions around Che
periphery. At these locations, head-on collisions oc-
cur between che proton beams, with center-of-mass en-
ergies or up to 800 GeV.

Most of the 1084 magnets used in the ISABELLE
rings uill be arranged in a repeating pattern of eight
aiagnecs called a cell. A full-scale prototype of a
half cell (3 dipoles and a quadrupole) the First Cell,
has been constructed off-Una. One of the functions
of the prototype is to measure the performance of in-
dividual components within Che total system and deter-
mine their suitability for ISABELLE. The importance in
determining the performance of individual components
early on is underscored when one considers Che multi-
plicity of magnets, leads, piping and vacuum systems.
This paper describes some of initial tests on this pro-
totype equipment.

"our parameters vhich are considered most import-
ant in the design of cryogenic equipment for ISABELLE
are:

1. Heat load imposed by the equipment
2. Pressure drop in the system
3. Reliability of the system
-. Cose - acquisition and operation
Equipment intended for cryogenic service is always

designed to minimize heat leak as dictated by the cost/
benefit ratio for the particular cryogen and/or system.
The applications which are at lower temperatures in
the cryogenic rfgion are most likely Co use some type of
vacuum-insulated system as opposed to more conventional
insulation systems, e.g., roam. Because of the extreme
volatility of liquid helium (latent heat of vaporization
is 0.71 w-hr/1) vacuum-.'icketed equipment is required
for service with this cryogen.

In a properly functioning vacuum-insulated system,
Che gaseous conduction will be reduced Co near zero.
However, heat transfer by radiation and solid conduction
(from supports) becomes very important. In order to re-
duce the radiation =odes, Cwo methods are commonly used:

1. Multiple layers of reflective material (un-
shielded)

2. Refrigerated heat shields operated at a
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temperature between room temperature and the
system operating temperature, (shielded)

These two techniques can be used separately or in
combination, and both methods are employed on First
Cell equipment.

The heat load imposed by the equipment (magnets,
piping, etc.), is important from Cwo points of view.
The first, relating directly to che overall system cost,
is che high cost per watt (roughly, 3400/watt) of in-
stalled plant capacity required to produce refrigeration
at this temperature level (2.6 Co 4.2K). The second
point is che predictability of the design. The refrig-
eration plant must be ordered and installed before heat
load measurements of the actual equipment car be made.
The plant, of course, has a fixed maximum cs lacity and
if che sysCem heat load were to exceed the predicted
value appreciably, the safety margin in the design re-
frigerator capacity would be significantly reduced.

ISABELLE will employ the most excensive piping ]
system ever builc Co operate at or near liquid helium I
temperatures (4.2K). The circumference of ISABELLE is i
3.8 kilometers (2.3 miles) and the helium coolant '
supply and return headers extend most of the distance
around this circumference. In ISABELLE, this piping
represents a sizeable fraction of the total heat load
imposed on the refrigeration system (2300W).

In order to avoid a large scaling factor from che
First Cell piping prototype to the ISABELLE piping, che
line size for che First Cell was chosen at 10 cm Co
fall inco the ISABELLE range of 7.5 cm to 15 cm. This
allows che heat load data Co be used directly or with
a small scaling factor for size.

The compressed liquid helium which is the coolanc
for che ISABELLE magnets Is circulated in a closed loop
by means of a turbocompressor or circulating pump which
is designed to operate from 4.15 atm inlet to 5.45 atm
outlet pressure, at a flow rate of 4054 g/s, and a temp-
eracura of about 3.5K. Any increase in the pressure
drop of che pi? ing or the magnets beyond cheir design
allowance will require more refrigeration to compensate
for the additional compressor work. For ISABELLE the
circulating pump or compressor contributes approximatelv
3900W to che system heat load. The same cost and per-
formance penalties mencloned above in regard to the heat
load apply here.

For chis reason che pressure diap in Che ISABELLE
system has been carefully studied using a computer code
which includes che properties of helium. The line sizes
selected are chosen to hold che pressure drop in the
piping to less than 0.25 atm for '-ach of che supply and
return headers and Co 0.2 atm for he magnets in a half
sextant. The line size of the First Cell piping is so
large relative Co the present test flow rates (because
of the desire not Co have large sca.Ving faccors on heac
load) chat the pressure drop in the First Ceil tesc is
very small. The 10 cm line will be used for flows of
1035 to 17?.S g/s in ISABELLE, but carries only 157 g/s
as a maximum when Che prototype circulating pump is
operating in Che Firsc Cell. This requires chat the
Firsc Cell resulcs be scaled by a large factor for pres-
sure drop, but, because the flow is always single phase,
ve feel che risk is noc Coo greaC.

Reliability of vacuum Jacketed equipment (transfer
lines, magnets, etc.) after they are made initially
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leak eight has been excellent. In over fifteen y*ars__
of operation at the Brookhaven Bubble Chambers vacuum
jacketed piping .arely failed. The importance of a
good insulating vacuum for both the piping and magnets
Co the heat load will be demonstrated; vacuum pressure
nu;?t be maintained below 10~*Torr In order to minimize
gaseous conduction. The equipment installed In the
First Cell (transfer lines, vacuum pumps, etc.) is
designed to allow comparison of their performance vs.
cost. For example, the performance vs. cose of the
unshielded transfer lines, the tunnel piping, aas com-
pared to the shielded building transfer lines.

In addition to the insulating vacuum required for
the piping and magnets an ultra high(UHV) btam vacuum
system was installed in the First Cell. The function
of this system is to minimize the residual gas pres-
sure in the storage ring tube3. This system bas been
reported on previously1. One feature of this system
with regard Co Che heaC load Imposed on the magnets,
is the requirement of a vacuum bake out at 300C. This
bake out is necessary for removal of absorbed mo-
lecules. The required beam vacuum of less than
3 x 10-llTorr hydrogen could not be achieved without
this bake out. During this operation the magnet3 are
maintained at liquid helium temperatures.

Test Results

Eight cooldowns were performed on the piping
system between June 1980 and January, 1981. During
three of these cooldowns the magnets and magnet pots
or lead vessels of the First Cell were also cooled
down. Vacuum bake out was also performed three times.

Flow rate measurements used in heac load calcula-
tions were obtained by use of a calorimeter. In this
device, an electric heater is used to heat the helium.
The rate of beat input and temperature tlse across the
calorimeter are measured. Using this data with the
observed pressure at the calorimeter, the enthalpy
change across the calorimeter is calculated and used
to determine the flow race. Flow rates measured In
this manner were consistent with those indicated by a
venturl flowmeter located in the refrigerator. The
heac load attributable to the bore tube was computed
from the temperature gradient measured by thermo-
couples located at the center inri the ends of the bore
or beam tube.

The temperature sensors used around the calorl-
xeter and at each end of the various components are
redundant Germanium thermometers. These devices are
Che most accurate available and yield results to better
than 0.050K. The resistance data supplied by the manu-
facturer was loaded into a computer program and both
a linear interpolation scheme and Newton's inter-
polation formula were used to determine the tempera-
ture at each of the components. The results from
the two methods were in good agreement.

Table 1 gives the measured heat load values for
the components of the First Cell for the three most re-
cent cooldowns. Figure 1 shows schematically each of
the piping sections and the relationship to the magnets
and magnet lead pots. The feeders are the two un-
shielded lines between the X&D Refrigerator and the
two building lines. The jumper supply is a bypass
valve and line section which connects the tunnel supply
and the tunnel return lines when the magnets are noc
being tested. The jumper supply is also the unshielded
line section that connects the tunnel supply line to
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_j£ie magnets. The jumper return is used only when mag-
nets are being tested, and connects the magnet scream
back up to the building return.

Since the initial cooldown in June the total heat
load of Che system has steadily improved, however,
since the October run there has not been a significant
Improvement to the piping heat load as the vacuum has
remained in the lCT'Torr range. In November the flow
direction through the lines was reversed in an attempt
Co understand why the tunnel supply line operates with
a relatively low heat leak. One plausible explanation
for this anomalous behavior is that flow velocities
are exceedingly low and the thermometry between Che
outlet of the building supply and the inlet of the
tunnel supply reads high because it 13 not fully in
the helium flow stream. When flow was reversed Che
tunnel heat load did rise to the expected value. Dur-
ing the January run, for example, if one adds the
building and tunnel supplies together and subtracts
out the expected tunnel heat load the two building
supply and return lines are typically about 15W. This
is a factor of 2 over predictions, but can bt explained
by superinsuiation compression, burned insulation, ab-
sence of insulation, which contribute in some indeter-
minate manner to the excessive heat lead.

The fact that heat loads can fluctuate should not
be surprising since we are measuring temperature dif-
ferences across each of these line sections of less
than O.IK. The temperature rise across the Individual
sections Is so small that the uncertainty is propor-
tionately quite large. The total neat load is how-
ever quite accurate since this can be substantiated by
the refrigerator capacity. The performance of the
piping, although not equal to design, has been useful
because of the knowledge gained.

Heat loads were also measured during the UHV beam
tube bake out and while varying the insulating vacuum
pressure. Table 2 gives the heat load imposed on the
refrigeration system as a function of maximum tempera-
cure achieved on che bore cube for one particular bak^
out. The measured heat loads were In excellent agre.t-
nenc with predications. Figure 2 gives the average
total heat load Including the part contributed by che
bore tube for all of the magnets as a function of in-
sulating vacuum pressure during the January run. Fig-
ure 3 gives the same data for one maenet, 0008. The
heat load begins to increase significantly after
the helium pressure exceeds lD~*Torr. It Is worth
noting that the heac load in the bore tube, the un-
shielded section,'increases at ouch faster rate as
the vacuum aeterlorates. This can be seen in Figure 3
where che bore tube heat load contribution increases
from 25Z to 501 of the total heat load.

Pressure drop foi all lines i-iring the tests were
as predicted. A prototype circulating pump was oper-
ated with flows of approximately 120 g/s through che
magnets, during the January run. Pressure drop
across a magnet ran 0.06 psi and across the entire Half
Ceil 0.33 psi. These values are high because flow was
restricted to simulate ISA pressure drops.

Comments on Results

The measurements performed on the First Cell have
shown that its stated objectives i.e., the performance
of individual components during various operational con-
ditions has been met. In addition to the tests report-
ed here, power supply, magnet leads^ and magnet per-
formance hxve also been evaluated as the magnets were
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powered co 2500A. Heat loads were also measured while
the magnets were powered. No difference was noted dur-
ing the powered and unpowered conditions other than the
Increase In lead flow. The reliability of the system
has been excellent. The magnet system was cooled down
In early January and has remained cold until the pre-
sent time, approximately 1200 hrs. With the magnets
cold and one 110 I/a turbomolecular pump operating, a
pressure of - 7 x ig-8 was routinely reached in the in-
sulating vacuum. Under operating conditons (T - 4.5K
and P • 150 psl) no Increase in residual helium partial
pressure of -10"9Torr was observed, when the turbo
pump was valved off for 24 hours. In the OHV beam
vacuum the design pressure of 1 x 1 0 " ^ u a s also
achieved.

Table 1.

After the bake out the heat load due to the beam (warm
bore) tube, which is the most critical heat load as it
is dissipated "in the magnet coil", was less than 1.5W
per magnet, i.e. 0.5W lower than allowed for in the
design. Heat loads in the magnets, magnet leads and
lead vessels vere within predicted limits while those
In the piping exceeded estimates by approximately 402.
The shielded line design for the First Cell prototype
was found to be unacceptable for ISABELLE as con-
figured. This is due to the difficulties encountered
in installation of this coaxial line as well as its
high heat leolc. The unshielded line, although it per-
forms nearly as predicted, is not an acceptable alter-
nate for ISABELLE because of its high predicted heat
leak. Unshielded lines will be used, however in the
short drops to the magnets from the headers.

HEAT LOAD IN WATTS

RON FEDS BLDGS TUNS JUMPS MAG POT 1 POT 2 JUMPR TUNR BLDGR FEDR TOTAL RUNS LOWEST TEMPERATURE
ACHIEVED

Oct. 1980 41.8
*Nov. 1980 50.0
Jan. 1981 48.8

Predicted 30
*Rever3ed Flow Direction

35.1
26.6
42.3
7.2

-0
28
-2
23

.9

.9

.0

.5

59
47
32
30

.8

.9

.4

——
—

26.3
18

—

31.6
27

——

8.9
8

—

58.9
30

48
19

23

.7

.0
21.6
18.4
15.7
7.2

29
16
1̂
20

.6

.0

.8

235 18 3.8
207 13 4.9
279 50 4.2
141 without magnets
201 with magnets

Table 2.
HEAT LOAD MEASUREMENTS

51.5 Hrs. After Start of Bakeout

Meas

Heat
ured
Load (W)

Magnet
Q3001

4.9

Magnet
D0009

31.

Magnet
D0008

31

Magnet
D0007

28.7

Total
Heat Load

95.6

Max. Middle
Temperature
Achieved (oc) 210°C

Max. End
Temperature
Achieved (°C) 269°C

256°C 224°C 239°C

290°C 248°C 191°C
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